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best kind. Until a sufficiently large reading public is built
up for separate papers to be issued for each subject and
interest such as health, farming, children, domestic affairs,
etc., the rural paper must have special stuff for everybody,
boys and girls, soldiers and ex-soldiers, farmers, artisans,
housewives, and even' other kind of person. Local news
and local information must be very complete—tour pro-
grammes, coming meetings, fairs, shows, and auctions.
The local officers of all the departments must help to fill its
columns. Everything that now goes to thetahsil' for wide
publicity ' must go into the newspaper instead, and it must
become the one place where the details of all coming events
can be found. Full warnings and advice on all subjects
of rural interest and importance must, of course, be there,
and then the press of the world must be culled for articles
of interest about sport, adventure, travel, heroism, royalty,
science written simply, and general knowledge of all kinds
from pearlfishing to skyscrapers. In this way the ex-school-
boy, the ex-soldier and all those with inquisitive minds will
be caught, in addition to those who require the contents of
public importance, and a reading public will be slowly
created.
If the newspaper world will produce a suitable ' farmers'
weekly '—later on a daily will be wanted but a ' weekly '
will be ample to start with—so much the better. It will
at once get the patronage and encouragement of the schools
and all the uplift agencies and societies. Until then we
must struggle along as best we can with our present news-
papers. If there was a demand for it and money could be
found, a lot of help could be given to district newspapers
by sending the centre pages ready printed from provincial
headquarters, on the lines of the English parish magazine.
These centre pages would contain all the news, provincial,

